5.6. Sixteenth-eighteenth centuries: a new «filter» for establishing seismic effects

Archive research of the modern age has been able to explore a number of administrative situations, structured into offices and public authorities, which had interests in the building heritage, both urban and rural, from different angles. Among the documents of the financial and administrative sector, research has highlighted ways of intervening both at the damage evaluation stage and at the stage of the emergency and reconstruction which differed according to the institution. These «styles» were often dictated by a different jurisdictional conception of the same governed territory. Diplomatic and administrative correspondence was also examined.

As regards reconstruction, the old administrative policies after a destructive earthquake can be divided into three types:

1. Granting of tax exemptions and financial incentives for production and reconstruction, with various sums of money available at special rates, sums provided from the State coffers: this was the administrative tradition of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, from the Medici to the Lorraine.

2. Granting of tax relief from one to ten years, to which were added alms handed out as «royal benevolence», of variable amount but usually small; repair of the public structures (ports, fortresses etc.). This was the policy of intervention of the Kingdom of Naples (with the exception of the reconstruction of 1783), the Spanish viceroyalty of Sicily (except for the reconstruction of 1693) and, in part, of the Venetian Republic.

3. Granting of tax relief and distribution of funds collected through a general lump sum taxation; this was the administrative policy of the Church State from the mid-eighteenth century; previously only tax relief had been granted.

It was not rare for the different financial and tax provisions to overlap on the same territory hit by the effects of a destructive earthquake. For this reason, very different rhythms of renewal were established, depending on the administrative solutions adopted. The differences also led to a different quality of reconstruction (hasty, temporary or even only apparent, or more provident). The influence of this in Italy not only led to a different culture of the seismic disaster, but also resulted in different outcomes of the effects of subsequent earthquakes.

That sort of institutional paternalism that characterised the rule of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, first under the Medici (Mannori, 1994) and then with the Lorraine, led to the development of a more enterprising spirit of reconstruction, with the practice of loans on special terms. This spirit was also of decisive importance in encouraging the establishment and commitment to renewal in the areas affected, which perhaps has no equal in the rest of the other old Italian states, though within the economic limits in which often this practice was applied (see in the CD-ROM the earthquakes of 1688 and 1781).

The mild reformism attempted by the State of the Church for reconstruction hinged on the exemption from some treasury duties and on the division of a fund collected from the taxes, and required rather long bureaucratic processing. The tax was distributed over the whole territory affected and did not come out of the state coffers, nor was it paid only by the wealthy classes. It was on the whole an inadequate fiscal practice, open to much unfairness, which did not solve the problems of reconstruction. What is more, it contributed to discouraging mainly the production and craftworker classes, who were often forced to migrate. Only in some special cases did the pontifical chamber undertake to support reconstruction, as it did for the earthquake in Benevento in 1688 (see in the CD-ROM), when considerable financial means were provided to support the local silk industry.

Since the city was an enclave in the area of the Kingdom of Naples, a mass exodus of the craftsmen was feared and everything possible was done to re-establish the city.

The «earthquake tax» policy of the Venetian Republic was very similar. Tax exemptions were not followed by incentives; the funds provided by the State were spent on repairing structures which enabled traffic, trade and defence, meaning ports, bridges and fortresses (see for example, in the CD-ROM, the earthquakes of 1695 and 1743). Between the centralised Venetian
administration and the various representatives of state power in the area, there was an intermediate level. The various regiments into which the Venetian territory was divided were gathered into provinces, at the head of which were the Lieutenants or general superintendents, who had viceregal power. The correspondence between these and the Podesta, representatives of the State power in the smaller towns, the Superintendents and Captains, in the fortified towns, and the Rectors, in certain more strategic regiments, clearly outline the Venetian policy of intervention after a destructive earthquake. In cases of particular emergency, the Senate of the republic could appoint a general superintendent with full powers and Sindaci (or Inquisitors) to check their work or examine the administration of the regiments in general. Thus, different authorities and roles could overlap the normal bureaucratic apparatus. For the da Mar dominions (see the case of the earthquake of 1743, for example in the CD-ROM) it was the general Superintendent da Mar, with headquarters on Corfù, who had direct rule of the dominions of the Ionian islands and who made decisions with full powers delegated by the Senate.

Also for the Bourbon kingdom the exemption from treasury duties was practically the only instrument applied. The Camera della Somalia, a magistrature with its different offices (Riota, Consultations, Notamentorum, Collaterale, Curia) formed the great administrative "filter" which collected the procedures for exemption requested by the universities (local communities) and by the feudal lords for all the destructive earthquakes of the kingdom (petitions, investigations, declarations, concessions, processes, etc.). This is valuable documentation, unfortunately not free of omissions and loss, but fundamental for the knowledge of the seismic effects of most of Central Italy and the whole of Southern Italy.

In some periods of history great seismic disasters have also given rise to exceptional provisions: these very special cases include provisions for reconstruction after the earthquakes of Eastern Sicily in 1693 and after the Calabrian earthquakes of February-March 1783. These are very well-known events, among the very few which have attracted the attention of historians and for which full analysis has been made of the decisional economic and political processes behind the projects of reconstruction. As is known, after the 1693 earthquake, entire villages in Sicily were reconstructed and thus Sicilian towns took on a Baroque appearance (we may recall the detailed studies of Santi Luigi Agnelo and Liliane Dufour).

As regards the earthquakes of Calabria, a restructuring was attempted of the landed property based on baronial and ecclesiastic properties, in order to collect the funds for the reconstruction of villages and towns. This was an enlightened project but was not carried out in full and remained to influence the life of the Calabrian communities for generations. These two famous reconstructions have produced a remarkable quantity of administrative and fiscal documentation (see the relative bibliographies, in the CD-ROM), creating problems for our research as regards the choice and importance of the documents to use.

From the sixteenth century, the economic, bureaucratic and political development of the Italian States became quite complex and in line with the general context. Diplomatic activity thus became one of the mainstays of the political and commercial strategies between States, whether they were duchies, grand duchies, kingdoms or republics. For this reason, diplomatic correspondence constitutes another important source of information for finding out about seismic scenarios and reconstruction. The ambassadors, with their secretariats, resided at the court of the State to which they were delegated, generally for several years, and became expert informers and careful observers. Some examples of how this type of source has been used in our research may be found for the earthquakes of 1570, 1638 and 1694 (all in the CD-ROM). For the event of 1570 in Ferrara, the correspondence of the ambassadors of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany (Bernardo Canigiani) and the duchy of Urbino (Livio Passeri) left an outstanding series of letters with detailed descriptions not only of the damage to the city, but also of the difficulties in reconstruction from the point of view of economy and political image. For the events of 1638 in Calabria and 1694 in Irpinia, the ambassadors of the Church State (Archives of the Nunci-
atures), fulfilling diplomatic functions at the court of Naples, were used as sources. Their almost daily correspondence collected direct information, with numerous descriptive elements relative to the succession of aftershocks. The ambassadors of foreign courts residing at Italian courts also left papers and information of considerable interest about earthquakes, today preserved in the archives of European states.

The use of some quantitative elements of the sources has resulted in a considerable improvement in quality in gaining information on the seismic scenarios of these centuries. The contribution of the sources was found to be decisive for the increase in archive information on local seismic scenarios. The administrative and fiscal sources of the State Archive in Naples, particularly the documents of the Regia Camera della Sommationa— to mention just one of the great offices of the kingdom responsible for administrative and fiscal matters concerning post-earthquake management— have made a remarkable contribution to the knowledge of the seismic scenarios of Central-Southern Italy. There are more than 300 documents filed and used, regarding the Camera della Sommationa alone, for earthquakes occurring in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. We should remember that many of these deeds consist of lengthy reports, containing outlines of territorial effects in a number of villages. Besides these, there are the numerous procedures produced by other offices and magistracies, such as the Camera di Santa Chiara, the Cappellania Maggiore, and the Suprema Giunta di Corrispondenza di Cassa Sacra.

Since the seventeenth century systematic selections have also been made of gazettes and newspapers. In these centuries such sources constituted an important sector for bibliography. As a precautionary measure, the code Fi has been attributed to this type of source to distinguish its contribution from that of the institutional and memorialist sources of the time. While on the one hand this classification may be considered restrictive, on the other it has revealed that correspondence and services did not always relate directly to the events, since they could be picked up and copied and sometimes even altered quite arbitrarily.

5.7. Nineteenth century: bureaucratic and administrative innovations

The regulations of Napoleonic Italy (1799-1815), though in force for a brief period, brought about a number of variations as regards territorial administrative concerns, with new offices and authorities for the administrative handling of the territory. New consultative bodies were created on a central (State council) and peripheral level (communal and provincial councils) and more importantly the foundations for a new bureaucracy were laid. The most interesting aspect as regards our research was the close hierarchical relations formed between offices and subject to rigid control. Each central office had a local division of its own, parallel to that of other offices. While in the previous systems the various magistracies, offices and authorities moved as separate bodies, sometimes even with different administrative logic, the new bureaucratic structure, which permeated the subsequent modern bureaucracy, was divided into Ministries and dependent offices. On a local level, while initially characterised by a variety of different powers, the territories were structured into communes or provinces, all with the same parallel systems. The study of the earthquakes of this period was facilitated by this new system, in which it is easier to identify the administrative links and the decisional levels. From the Restoration to the Unification (1815-1860) the previous heritage was not completely destroyed, though it remained in the numerous variations of the various restored states.

The sources relating to the earthquakes of this period show the administrators' great preoccupation with problems of public order: see, for example, in the CD-ROM the earthquake in the Duchy of Modena in 1832, amidst a climate of heated ideological tension and police repression which even made an instrument of the seismic effects. For example, the reconstruction after the earthquake in Basilicata of 1857 lacked planning and incentives, triggering a period of economic deterioration and further decay in the quality of housing. However, from the point of view of damage evaluation, the stable administrative structures formed by the Intendenze, concerned with the various parts of the territory of
the kingdom of Naples, functioning with a certain degree of efficiency. The fact that we have a fairly detailed picture of the effects is due to this source of control of the territory, which gave rise to the instructions and evaluations for financial interventions, equivalent to those of the Prefects of the post-unification period. The tentative experiences of the communal councils and the building commissions, which after the huge disaster of 1857 in Basilicata had tried to draw up new regulations for construction in the destroyed areas, were completely abandoned as the power passed from the Bourbon State to the new Kingdom of Italy (for an overall assessment of the databases for the 19th century, see fig. 9).

5.8. The Kingdom of Italy (from 1860 to 1948)

With the reform of 1872, archive structuring changed radically, creating the first real break in Italian documentation (D’Addario, 1975). The archive categories were standardised within a single administrative structure and the offices were oriented towards specific responsibilities: modern bureaucracy in general was initiated. Archive research in relation to seismic events may seem, from this date, oriented towards a sort of «normalisation» of pathways. This is true only in theory: as we have seen, losses, overlaps or fragmentation of papers or, on the contrary, excess documentation, have sometimes created problems of a new type concerning the good quality and quantity of knowledge of the effects and the economic costs of a great seismic event.

Recentralised administration continued to operate in communes and provinces and the most important point of hierarchical convergence was usually the provincial capitals (now the headquarters of State archives). Public administration became widespread and evenly located. The Prefect became the holder of decision-making State power. It is in fact in the archives of prefecture and in those of their territorial divisions, the sub-prefecture, that the most interesting papers are preserved as regards the knowledge of a seismic disaster in the post-unification period. Commissions, committees and sub-committees then formed a network of reciprocal checks, the decisions of the various organs of the State and their interaction with the local administrations.

The historical archives of the various Ministries, from 1872, constitute a history in them-

---

**19th century**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Number of Texts</th>
<th>Total Number of Earthquakes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S direct source</td>
<td>4502–50.1%</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I direct source</td>
<td>2157–24.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ns negative source</td>
<td>100–1.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I inventories</td>
<td>4–0.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C catalogues</td>
<td>869–9.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B bulletins</td>
<td>129–1.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hs historiographical studies</td>
<td>513–5.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb scientific bibliography</td>
<td>542–6.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Classification of the general bibliography of CFTI3 on the basis of information given in the text, for the 19th century earthquakes.
selves (the Central State Archive). The administrative-bureaucratic division between the summit of the State (Ministries), prefects, sub-prefects and mayors forms the general structure of the basic data, which has been used to find out about the frameworks of effects of the major earthquakes of this period, outlined by public institutional sources.

This period saw the start of the systematic production of the archives by civil engineers. Measuring the damage immediately after a destructive earthquake (and sometimes performed also by the Military Engineers) then acquired primary importance. This expertise and measurements became the criteria according to which the facts of the national community were dated out to boost reconstruction. These were rather complicated technical/administrative processes, often fragmented into a thousand minor procedures, difficult to reconstruct also because these archive sectors closer to us are rarely the subject of specific studies from the point of view of the history of administration. The various archive situations have been clarified and the possible solutions have thus been found during the research process itself, sometimes with the aid of helpful archivists, who deserve our warm gratitude.

The earthquake of Messina of 1908 marks an important moment in the handling of the reconstruction. After this event considerable economic resources from the entire national community began to be channelled to the areas destroyed and reconstruction became a way to increase local economic processes with public funds. It was in fact these large bureaucratic processes, which went on for generations, leading to the fragmentation of the administrative practices, rather difficult to reconstruct today.

For this period too, ecclesiastical sources have been used in the same systematic manner as the previous periods, with the aim of continuing observation of a building type – the church – which was fairly stable over time (see, for example, the extensive documentary supplements supplied by church sources for the earthquake of Avezzano in 1915, in the CD-ROM).

The contribution of the institutional and administrative sources has been considerable, for the particular aspects of these testimonies, from the point of view of their production and the quality of the information. Besides the administrative sources, scientific sources have been used, with catalogues, bulletins and scientific bibliography also being used and representing about 16% of the information used. Of particular importance for the description of the damage, from the period of unification, is the documentation produced by the various offices of Civil Engineers.

5.9. Problems of research for the earthquakes of the last 50 years

It would be wrong to suppose that the earthquakes closest to us in time are the ones we know most about. On the contrary, they often pose new and different problems for research. For a number of events, located and evaluated in the PFG catalogue (Postpischl, 1985) on an instrumental basis, the local pictures of the effects are unknown. The intensity is inferred from standard formulae of attenuation and is hardly ever reflected in the macroseismic picture. Indeed, various events, estimated on the basis of the instrumental magnitude as destructive as regards the effects, were found on analysis to be without macroseismic effects (see for example, in the CD-ROM, the cases of the earthquakes of 1947 and 1954).

Not only are many archives of the Civil Engineers more difficult to consult or lost, but the new decentralised administrative bureaucracies, especially since the Fifties, seem to be fragmented into an infinite number of documents, beginning, we could say, «bottom-up» (requests for grants, requests for survey, declarations of states of need, etc.). Sometimes it is the technical barrier which seems to be missing, buried beneath a large number of figures which are not easy to pinpoint from the administrative point of view. Even the documentation of the relative centralised administrations (particularly Ministries) are frequently very difficult to consult due to the lack of inventories or the relocation of papers to departments not open to consultation, etc.

Thus, new difficulties emerge from the apparent homogeneity of the archive series, which would instead seem to favour systematic and accurate research. Once more we may observe that
the chance to use the information is not directly related to the closeness in time of the events, nor to the potential sources (fig. 10).

6. Construction of the database: filing and archiving

The filing of the historical data collected represented a very important aspect of the organisation of the research and of the processing of the results. When we began to file the data of historical seismology in a database in 1983, computer processing was not as developed as it is today. The initial database, the fruit of the research so far carried out on the basis of the technological means available, has obviously over the years undergone variations and additions. The necessary transformations have, however, maintained the initial logic of the computer information links between the various parts of the database. It should be said, in praise of those who have followed this aspect through the years, that none of the material filed has ever been lost and the changes to different technologies have been made without rendering any part of the memoirs obsolete.

The database has become increasingly ductile and dynamic, able to fulfill the needs both of a systematic archiving of the texts and their classification according to the value of the information used, and of the automatic printing of the general bibliography or by single event, according to different sorting criteria.

The researchers' increasing skill in using computer technology has made it possible to store the historical data directly at the research centres (archives and libraries), relieving the researchers of the burden of writing by hand on paper files adopted for the first four years. Indeed, from 1983 to 1986 paper files were memorised at the coordination centres; since 1987 the researchers have taken an active part – not without initial problems in learning to use the computer technology – in creating the database, actively participating even during the classification of the information.

At the moment the fields included in the database allow for constant and critical updating of the various texts, as analysis and research proceed. Because of the huge variety of sources and texts analysed – ancient literature, medieval annals, archive documentation, newspapers, scientific reports, etc. – it has been necessary to
7. Logical structure of the data for consulting the catalogue

The variety and complexity of the historical data was such that it is almost impossible to reduce them to the seismological queries alone. To facilitate access to the information and also to prevent dispersal of data not directly used for the description of the effects, though useful for evaluating the seismic scenarios from different points of view, we decided to structure the results into brief comments. Eight broadly-based areas were identified, from which another 14 sub-areas of information may be derived, according to the level and detail of the knowledge.

The nine broadly-based areas are:
- Information available in previous catalogues
- State of earthquake review
- Major earthquake effects
- Earthquake social context
- Effects on the environment
- Location and nature of the observed effects on the environment
- Main features of the earthquake sequence
- Memorised original texts
- Classified bibliography.

8. Beyond written sources: the contribution of archaeology

This synthetic presentation of the typology of sources and of their respective cultural and historical contexts would not be complete without a brief mention of the contribution of archaeology and its role in the drafting of our catalogue. The archaeological sources are indeed characterised by well-established issues and by a vast specific literature. Nevertheless, during the course of publication of the *Catalogue of Strong Italian Earthquakes* (1955-2000), we have decided to separate the results of research in historical seismology from the results arising from archaeoseismology. We must recall that during the past six years this new discipline has received special attention from SGA within the research programs of the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica, but also that archaeoseismology had already been a topic of enormous interest during the research that led to a catalogue of ancient Mediterranean earthquakes, a section of which was designed as a «laboratory» of ideas and case histories (see Guidoboni, 1989, pp. 398-517). Later on a special issue of the *Annali di Geofisica* (edited by Boschi et al., 1995b) discussed problems and methods of archaeoseismology within a specific section (pp. 881-1019).

The goal of the research completed so far has been to outline a work methodology and test specific seismological questions arising from notable archaeological contexts (Guidoboni, 1996, 2000). Some of the most important results have already been published, others are in the process of publication. For example, the area of the Messina Straits was investigated to gather new evidence on the recurrence interval of events similar to the 28 December 1908 earthquake (M = 7.2) (Guidoboni et al., 2000); the area of Selinunte (Southwestern Sicily) was studied to constrain the causes and timing of the collapse of ancient temples; the Central Apennines were scrutinized in search of the traces of large earthquakes unknown to current catalogues. The work already completed concerned highly diverse historical epochs from the 5th century B.C. to the 12th century A.D., each one characterised by specific research problems in the vast scenario that goes from ancient to medieval archaeology.

We are now at the end of this initial and rather «experimental» stage of research in archaeoseismology, that is roughly coeval with the development of the *Catalogue of Strong Italian Earthquakes*. The results and the methodologies behind them have been substantiated enough that we can confidently plan to include the new findings in future issues of the catalogue (a special issue dedicated exclusively to
the «unknown earthquakes» is announced by Enzo Boschi in the presentation to this volume), and more research is already under way. The particular structure of the present database will allow all research issues, both historical and archaeological, to be fully outlined and debated along with problems of data reliability and decisions on the most effective research paths. The predominant typology of the basic information (historical or archaeological) will be shown with specific labels. Thanks to this structure and to extensive software links, the reader will have full control on the nature and quality of the data used to support the interpretations and decisions by the compilers of the catalogue.

9. Towards a new earthquake culture?

The particular nature of the Italian «case» has demanded, as we have seen, broad and detailed basic research, the results of which form this new catalogue. It should at this point come as no surprise to the user that the research has had to lend so much importance to the economic and social aspects concurrent with the earthquakes, striving for accuracy from the archivist and philological research, and attempting to extend the data of the effects over as wide an area as possible. All this has helped to improve quality, to make the data more suitable for evaluating the epicentral areas and therefore for estimating the magnitude. This has been achieved with the work of many years’ research and processing. The resulting high data quality has been favoured by an extraordinary variety of local cultures, different administrative customs, the analysis of economic levels which in time have influenced the historical definition of the effects of the earthquakes and the preservation of the traces. Earthquakes may be interpreted and better understood only within their specific historical contexts: only from proper historical research with a specific aim is it possible to gain the numerical processing and parameters which may be used for more accurate estimations of hazard.

Appendix 1. Main catalogues of earthquakes in Italy, or regarding Italy, from ancient times to 1994.


[1574-77] Ligorio Pirro, Libro o trattato de diversi terremoti, raccolti da diversi autori, per Pyrro Ligorio cittadino romano, mentre la città di Ferrara è stata percosse et ha tremato per un simile accidente del moto della terra. Archivio di Stato di Torino, Antichità Romane, vol. 28.

1578 Ragor I.H., Von den Eislhodem ein grundlicher Bericht, Basilen.


1652 Filippo da Sceinara, Trattato universale di tutti li terremoti occorsi e noii nel mondo con li casi infortunati ed infelici pressagiti da tali terremoti, Aquila.

1688 Magnani V., Notitie istoriche de terremoti succeduti ne’ secoli trascorsi e nel presente indirizzate alla Serenissima Real Maestà di Carlo II, Napoli.

1691 Bonito M., Terra tremante, o vero continuazione de’ terremoti dalla Creazione del Mondo sino al tempo presente..., Napoli.

1703 Abbati B., Epitome meteoroologica de’ terremoti, con la cronologia di tutti quelli, che sono occorsi in Roma dalla creazione del mondo sino agli ultimi successi sotto il pontificato del regnante Pontefice Clemente XI..., Roma.
Mongitore A., Istoria cronologica de’ terremoti di Sicilia, in Della Sicilia ricercata nelle cose più memorabili, tomo 2, pp. 345–415, Palermo.


Bertrand M.E., Memoires historiques et physiques sur les tremblements de terre, La Haye.


Soldani A., Terremoti, che in diversi tempi hanno travagliato la Città di Siena, in Relazione del terremoto accaduto in Siena il giorno 26 maggio 1798, divisa in sei lettere, Siena, pp. 52–66.

Gaetani Napione G., Ricette storiche intorno agli antichi terremoti del Piemonte, Memorie dell’Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, 1809.


Hoff K.E.A. von, Chronik der Erdbeben und Vulcanschüsse, erster Theil vom Jahre 3460 vor bis 1759 unserer Zeitrechnung; zweiter Theil vom Jahre 1760 bis 1805, und von 1821 bis 1832 n. Chr. geb. in Geschichte der durch Überlieferung nachgewiesenen natürlichen Veränderungen der Erdoberfläche, Theil 4, 5, Gottha.

Arcovito S., Memoria de’ fenomeni meteorologici, che ebbero luogo in Reggio nel corso dell’anno 1841, con un’appendice de’ terremoti, Atti della Società Economico della Prima Calabria Utteriore 3 (5), pp. 17-37.


Mallet R., Catalogue of recorded earthquakes from 1606 B.C. to A.D. 1850. Report of the twenty-second meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science.


Goiran A., Storia sismica della provincia di Verona, Verona.

Guarini F., I terremoti a Forlì in varie epoche, Forlì.

Reginus, Notizie di terremoti scritti in Reggio dall’anno 1223 in avanti, Il Crostolo abbananaco istoriografico reggino per l’anno 1880.


Mercalli G., Vulcani e fenomeni vulcanici in Italia, Milano.


Carbone Giro D., I terremoti di Calabria e di Sicilia nel secolo XVIII, Napoli.

Piovene G., Cronaca dei terremoti a Vicenza. Annali dell’Ufficio Centrale Meteorologico e Geodätico Italiano, s. II, 8 (1886), part 4, pp. 45-57.

Tommasi A., I terremoti nel Friuli dal 1116 al 1887. Annali dell’Ufficio Centrale Meteorologico e Geodätico Italiano, s. II, 8 (1886), part 4, pp. 183-205.


1895 Agnelli G., I terremoti registrati nelle cronache lodigiane. Archivio storico per la città e comuni del circostante di Lodr, s. II, 14, pp. 90-96.


1895 Giovannozzi G., Per una storia dei terremoti toscani, *La Rassegna Nazionale* 83, pp. 222-239.


1895 Notizie dei terremoti avvenuti in Cesena e intorno. Biblioteca Comunale «Malatestiana» di Cesena, ms. XXXI, 23.


1897 Mercalli G., I terremoti della Liguria e del Piemonte, Napoli.


1899 Baratta M., Saggio dei materiali per una storia dei fenomeni sismici avvenuti in Italia, raccolti dal Prof. Michele Stefano de Rossi, scelti ordinati e pubblicati da M. Baratta, *Bollettino della Società Geologica Italiana* 18, pp. 432-460.

1900 Benassi P., Materiali per la storia dei fenomeni sismici della regione parmensese, Parma.


1906 Gaili L., I terremoti nel Lazio, Velletri.

1908 Bettoni P., Cronistoria sismica della regione benacense, *Commentari dell’Atenco di Brescia per l’anno 1908*.


1927 Varri V., Terremoti di Benevento e loro cause, Benevento.

1931 Cavasino A., Catalogo dei terremoti disastrosi avvenuti nel bacino del Mediterraneo dal 1501 al 1929, Pubblicazioni della Comissione Italiana di studio per i problemi del soccorso alle popolazioni, 2, pp. 25-60, Roma.


1935 Cavasino A., I terremoti d'Italia nel trentacinquesimo 1899-1933, Memorie del Regio Ufficio Centrale di Meteorologia e Geofisica, s. III, Appendix to vol. 4.


1936 Baratta M., I terremoti in Italia, Pubblicazioni della «Comissione Italiana di Studio per i Problemi del Soccorso alle Popolazioni», vol. 6, Roma.

1937 Zanon F.S., Storia sismica della provincia di Venezia, Annuario dell'Osservatorio geofisico del seminario patriottico di Venezia, s. II, 10, pp. 53-89.

1942 Caloi P., Attività sismica in Italia nel decennio 1930-1939, Pubblicazioni della Comissione Italiana di Studio per i Problemi del Soccorso alle Popolazioni, 9, Roma.


1978 Iaccarino E. and Molin D., Raccolta di notizie macroseismiche dell' Italia Nordorientale dall'anno 0 all'aprile 1976, Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare, ri/93 (78) 7, Roma.


1982 Corteniglia G.C., Manifestazioni sismiche recenti nel torinese, Giulia Dentona, s. II, 29 (61), pp. 5-22.


Appendix 2.

File A

This file provides elements concerning both the execution of the research and the results. It includes 4 key elements:

1. Elements for identification of the researcher – A code, codbib, makes recognition of the researcher and his research automatic. The code consists of six numerical fields: the first two identify the name of the researcher, the second four the progressive number of the files compiled by that researcher. The database does not accept two identical bibliographic codes. This element of recognition makes it possible to reconstruct the research paths, of individual researchers or workgroups, even many years later.

2. Elements for text recognition – These elements include:
   a) Author: geographic and chronological reference, role.
   b) Title of the work or brief registration of the document.
   c) Location: archive, library.
   d) Position: location of the text, reference to the number of the original microfilm preserved at the co-ordination centre.
   e) Critical notes to the text: editions, studies on the author, missing information, or other elements of evaluation indispensable for using the filed text.

3. Chronological list of all the seismic events mentioned in the text, with reference to the pages, etc.

4. Classification of the filed information – This classification is done in relation to the single seismic events mentioned. This is done using the code «val» (value). It is conceptually important to point out that it is not the work in itself that is classified, but the single item of information. In fact, even a prestigious work may contain information of little value concerning seismic events geographically or temporally remote. On the contrary, a repertory or catalogue of earthquakes, even of low overall critical value, may contain data with the value of direct testimony if close to the author. This classification enables the basic information types to be highlighted through automatic procedure and classification of data for each single event.

   This classification, which in the printed catalogue appears as the automatic result of the database under the heading «state of knowledge», may be checked in the CD-ROM for each individual bibliographical entry, automatically displaying the bibliographical reference which appears as a note number.

   The code «val» includes 13 fields, the 8 most important are here listed briefly:

   F direct source;
   Fi indirect source;
   Fn negative source, used ex silentio;
   R repertory or list of seismic events prior to the nineteenth century;
   C catalogue of earthquakes;
   B seismic bulletin;
   St historiographic contribution;
   Bs scientific contribution.

File B

This file contains the memorisation of the original texts, relative to each individual earthquake mentioned in the filed text, to which this part of the file has a computer link via a numeric code. Each text (description or document) is also linked to the code «val» and to the bibliographical code (codbib). This file forms the computerised archive of the original classified texts, used in the final processing. There are 14900 texts stored and they occupy more than 30 million characters (for the availability of these latest figures, see Boschi, in this volume).
The texts stored in their original versions in themselves form an archive of considerable value. In addition the availability of the original texts can make it possible for the CD-ROM user to decide to carry out further research to suit the purposes of possible specific studies by directly checking the interpretations proposed. This availability is obviously related to the resources that the various stages of the research have provided.

File A1

This part of the file concerns the centres of research, archives and libraries. Since the contacts with the centres of research extend far beyond the period of execution of the work in the centres, the references to address, telephone number, fax, etc. are kept updated in order to check or better define some aspects of the work: requests for microfilm, new printed inventories, or checks on new systems, etc. The data stored in this part of the file makes it possible not only to have a complete list of the locations in which the research was carried out, but also the automatic cartography of their geographical location. The number of locations in Italy in which the research was carried out came to a total of 780, of which 462 were archives and 318 libraries. There were sixteen foreign locations, of which 6 were archives and 11 libraries.

Classified bibliography

For each seismic event the relative classified bibliography is available. These are bibliographies constructed with the criteria of the database, for which each source used was filed individually in order to make it easier to find in the archive of the texts. The printed bibliography is in alphabetical order also in relation to the centres of research for unpublished texts (archives and libraries). In the CD-ROM the classification of the bibliography is accessed according to the following typology, used to indicate the value of the information used in relation to each event. This allows an evaluation to be made of the state of knowledge and can facilitate the programming of new research.

The attribution of the VAL code refers to the specific information for each event and not to the whole text.

F Direct source. Text written by a contemporary witness, trustworthy and geographically close to the event described, whose testimony possesses the requisites of reliability and authoritative.

- Literary, memorialist.
- Public, ecclesiastic or private (archive) documentary.
- Journalistic (if reporting direct chronicles or letters).
- Naturalistic (direct findings).
- Scientific (macroseismic cards, direct field measurements, etc.).

Fi Indirect source. This includes:

- Texts of local historiography which are particularly authoritative and close to the event.
- Narrative sources of particular authoritative.
- Journalistic texts of the time.

R Repertory. List of earthquakes according to the viewpoint of literary and naturalistic tradition. It also includes the texts on the «freak events» typical of the beginning of the modern age and catalogues in general until before the nineteenth century.

Repertory-source is a direct sources of information, contained in an Inventory (see above), which in itself could not have the value of source since it is usually a collection of late and indirect information as a whole.

C Catalogue. List of earthquakes compiled for scientific or naturalistic purposes, from the nineteenth century onwards; may be based on selections of sources or works quoted or may not report any indication of the sources used. It may be descriptive or parametric.

A catalogue-source is a direct testimony contained in a catalogue of earthquakes, chronologically contemporary to the author or drawn up from direct observations by the author in person or transcribed in full from original texts.
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